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our extant MSS. (see e.g. Ginsburg; Introduction,
777f.), it probably came into Christian hands on
the occasion of one of the an· too· numerous. persecutions of 'the tribes of the wandering foot' that
disgrace the hist<;>ry ofin.ediceval Europe. - ·.

ERRATPM, p. szsa~ In the reference to G.-K'.
Grammar, § 8 f., 'not' has been erroneously inserted by the proof-reader ! The sentence shoul~
run, 'we ought to write ~::! but l:l~!l.' That is,
when~ has no' vowel of its own it Tmay beat the
point of Cholem, ·but not otherwise.

-------,-·..,..·----__;_,;....,_

J! it tr 4\ tu r t.
DESTITUTION.
WHILE the Insurance Bill. is 'pursuing its perilous
way through the House of Commons let us read
The . Prevention of Destz'tution, by Sidney and
. Beatrice Webb (Longman&; 6s. liet). It is true
thflt Insurance is the subject of only one chapter'
of the book, but it is a long chapter and central.
:Nothing we are likely to come across in our
reading will prepare us better for understanding
the need for legislation 0n: Insurance, or give us
a better conception of the kind of legislation
that is · needed. Here,. :f0r instance, is a paragraph that seems to g0· to the heart of the
matter:
'We attribute the fairure of both the voluntary
sickness insurance of England, and the compulsory
sickness insurance of Gerqmny, to instigate and
promote any really effective campaign for the
prevention of sickness, to their common divorce
from the Public Health administration oL their
respective countries. Owing to their organization
on an entirely different basis of membership than
that of the Public Health area, the Sickness Insurance Funds of Germany are, in fact, as little
connected with what we should term the Public
Health Service as are the Friendly Societies of
our own country. The managing committees, in
both cases, have ·their minds set on ·. relief, not.
prevention ; in both cases they are powerless
themselves ·to undertake the campaign necessary
to .do fot,. phthisis .what has been so successfully
· don'e for typhus; in both cases the cost of such'
' _' -· .• ; .: .-. < :-._
,
a campa1gn would fall upon one set of sl::wulders,
whilst the direct pecuniary benefits would fan
upon a different set. So far as our. own country
is concerned, we suggest that the only practical1
-chance of turning to account,. as an incentive and
a help to the actual' preyention of sickness, the

vast expenditure and extens1ve orgamzatron tn•
volved in universal and compulsory sickness
insurance, would be to associate it very closely
with the existing Public Health Service.. Wes~e no way in which the community can actually
prevent malingeriBg, except by bringing to· hear
the resources of. the Public Health administration.
The Local Health Authority is already definitely
charged with the prevention of disease, an'd it
has, in its medical and sanitary staff, its 7ob
municipal hospitals, and its organization of Health
Visiting and Sanitary Inspection, the nucleus of
a service concentrated entirely on preventive·
methods, and already treating successfully more
than a hundred thousand patients a year. The
. Medical Officers of Health have been taught by
long experience 'in their work in preventing:
epidemics, to search out disease in its incipient
stage ; to offer hospital treatment when the conditions of. the' home do not admit of qurck
recovery; by changes in the environment, to·
· alter, where necessary, the permanent conditions
of the patient's life, and to insist on hygienic
conduct so as to prevent the occurrence or re~
currence· of the disease. If the administration of
Sick .:Benefit were intimately associated with thiswork of prevention, a National Insurance Scheme·
might not merely be safeguarded from fraudulent
claims, but might become a potent instrument
· for diminishing the sickness-rate.'
'Fhe other topics dealt with are these: ( r}
Destitution as a Disease of Society; ( 2) How to. Prevent the Destitution that arises from Sickness';.
. (3) Destitution and Eugenics; .(4) How to Prevent
the 'Destitution arising from Child Neglect; (s)>
Sweating and Unemployment as Causes of Destitution ; · (6) How to Prevent U nemphyment and
Under-Employment; (7) The Enlarged Sphere of
. Voluntary Agencies in. the Ftevention 0f Destitu--
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tion; (8) The Need for a Common Register and strable, point of view. There were no mystics at
a Register ,of Public Assistance; (9) The ·'Moral the Congress. There were no .evangelicals.
Stay a moment. That does not mean that all
,Factor.'
The last chapter is at once the most searching the speakers were materialists. Mysticism is not
and the most difficult. It touches two interests_:_ used in opposition to materialism. In fact, tl,lere
the interefit of the 'unworkable'' and· the interest was no materialist present. Nor does it ,mean
of the easy philanthropist. , On the one hand, how that none of the speakers gloried in the gospel.
is the incorrjgibly lazy to be b~ought, to a sense of They all gloried in it. But every man who
the claim which society ,makes upon him.? On spoke understood that he spoke as -.~ 'free' ~n
the other hand, how is the merely emotional opposition to an ' evangelical ' Christian; and
element to be eli,minated from the privilege of every speaker spoke as a 'progressive ' in op,
giving?
'We assert,' say these ,experienced position to an 'illuminative' Christian.
What does it all come to? it comes to this1
philanthropists, 'that the mere relief of destitution,
whether by State .action or Voluntary Agencies, that mystical Christianity ~ust be shown to ·be
with all its demoralizing .effect on personal progressive, that is, truly scientific,. Christianity;
chaJ"acter, and its inevitable palliation and en, and evangelical Christianity must be shown to
couragement of" moral failure "-h<;>wever necessary be truly free. As long as the mystic denie~ the
to ·Our conscience such relief may have been 1 in place of the historical fact, and as' long as the
the seventeenth, the eight~enth, or the nineteenth evangelical d~nies the rigl).t of historical criticism,
century-can now be dispensed with, without there will be occasion and great need for protest:;; ·
suffering and without inhumanity. The advance like those made at the Fifth Congress of Fre~
of knowledge, and, in tl;w United Kingdom, the Christianity and Religious Progress.
growth in national and municipal organization,
now for the first 'time permit us to substitute, for
The American Baptist Publication Society of
. all kinds of mere "relief," measures of p'tevention
of the several capses of destitution, and measures Philadelphia is issuing a series .of pamphlets for·
of treatment of every case not prevented, which, the Social Service Commission of the Northern
whilst ensuring that no person whatever goes un, Baptist Convention, under the editorship .of
Two pamphlets
provided for, can be demonstrated to be without Professor Shailer Mathews.
injur.ious effect on personal character or national already published are Welfare Work by Corpora~
energy.',
tions by Mary Lathrop Goss, and. International
Justice by Professor G. C. Wilson (1o cents net
each).
FREE CHRISTIANITY.
Some of the papers read at the Fifth Inter,
national Congress of Free Christianity and Religious
Progress have already been noti.ced in THE Ex,
POSITORY TIMES. For they have already been
issued separately. Now they are all gathered
into one handsome volume which Messrs. Williams
& N orgate have published at the price of Ss. 6d.
net in paper, and 9s. 6d. net in cloth. The title
is :. Fzjth International Congress of Free Christianity and Religious Progress, Berlin, August 5-10,
1910. Edited by Charles W. Wendte, D.D., with
the assistance of v.. D. Davis, B.A.
·
It is only in the collected volume that one can
see what the Congress. stands for.· In a word,
every subject. that. belongs to Christianity is taken
within its scope. But every subj~ct is. treated
from the. scientific, that is, the outwardly demon-

Happy will the booklover be who falls i~ with
Areopagitica written by Mr. John Milton-with
the, 'Sydney Humphries' edition, to wit. It is a
royal octavo. It is printed in large dear-faced·
type, on the kind of pap~r which is usually
employed for the finest engravings; and it is
bound in parma violet cloth. The publishers .are
Messrs A. & C. Black, .and the price is ros. net.
A 'Special Note·' informs us that the whole of the
profit derived from the sale of the book will be
devoted to the London Library. The first edition
is limited to soo copies; and it is the first edition
that will run !lP in price when these soo are sold..
We must now be car~ful, in ordering our
Cambridge commentaries, to order them by their
proper titles, Hitherto the ' Cambridge Bible fon
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SchOols and Colleges' has used the Authorized The title is a mistake. It is an ·Irttroducti0n to
Version, arid there is another serie's under the the Hexateuch. It is of the Hexateiich that :M:t.
title df 'The Revised Version fOr the Use of Chapman speaks throughout. How could he do
Sdiools.' To that series two volumes have just otherwise? And it is a pity that the book comes
been addedL-Joshiid (Is. 6d, net), edited by the out under a title which may lead sdttie tb think that
Rev; F. J. Boyer, M.A., and James and Hebre'ilJs it is 6vet"coriservative and otit of date; It is not
(ts. Bd. net), edited by the Rev. Atthtir Catt, M.A. otitof date. There is no hesitation ftohi beginning
But now the 'Cambridge Bible for Schools and to erid in allowing the scholarship of the last fifty
Colleges' is itself· to use the Revised Version. years to reap the whole of its well•eaffled h~rvest.
Two volumes with that version as basis have
-·_._._... '
been issued , together-'-'-Exodus (3s. 6d. net) by
The publications 6f the University of ChiCago
Professor Driver, and Numbers (zsi 6d. riet) by · Press ate now issued in this country by the
Dr; McNeile.
I
Cambridge University Press. The latest issue is a
Professor Driver's ExOdus is the result of a substantial and scholatly volume on· The Theoloif.y'
cotnbiriation of qualifications for eiq)ouridirig the of Schlet'ermacher, by Professor GeofgeCross, D. D.,
Old Testament in which he stands alone in our of the Newton Theological In~titution. :rne
generation and apparently unapproachable. There volume is maip:ly a cohdensati6ti .of Schleier~
i~ a nicety in his knowledge of Hebrew, dtawri
mather's Glaubenslehn. And the condensation is
from familiarity with the Grammar; the use of most Judd and masterly. But it is preceded by an
words; and the genius of the language, which is historical introduction which contains a sketch of
itself unsurpassed by any living scholar. To Schleiermacher's life arid a history of his relation
that, however, Dr. Dtivet adds a knowledge of the to earlier Protestantism. It is folloWed by an
Englis~ Bible, its history and its language, which estimate of Schleiermacher as a theological in"
the ordinary expositor seems to think unnecessary, fiuence, and by a most useful bibliography both of
if rtot contemptible, Then the whole of the Schleiern'iacher's own works arid also of works on ·
circumstances and sm'toundings of the writer are Schleietmacher.
mastered-'-'his history, geography, liturgy ; the
trade, the politics; the family and social life of
We ate all proud of the great· Oxford English
his time; and his place in the development of Dictionary, but it is very expensive. We are now
Hebrew theology. , And to these things is added offered an Oxford English Dictionary at 3s. 6d,
a command of appropriate expression, especially net. And this is the first thing that is remarkable
bf felicitous and final translation, which alone about it-the cost ~s a record in prices. For it conwould give distinction to. an expositor of Scripture. tains 1041 pages, closely printed in double column;
These qualities have never been more fully or and with a free use of costly clarendon type.
The next thing is that it is occupied entirely
more , harmoniously displayed than in this commentary on the Book of Exodus.
with the English language as in use. The past is
Dr. McNeile's Numbers is shorter. it is tab here only to afford derivations.
.
short to let him do himself justice. · For he has
But that leads to the third remarkable thing.
no mean gift of exposition, evert if we cannot The derivations are on a scale of fhlness never
place him beside so supreme a master as Dr. seen a dictionary of this size before. And they
Driver. He has almost · igrtoted the language 'of are no longer the clever guesses of fertile minds,
the English V ersiort, although in our judgment the but strict scientific deduction from the .use of the
commentator who uses the Revised Version ought ' word. Take that curious word gazebo. All the
to give more attention to it than the commentator · dictionaries before the great Oxford explain it as
who uses the Authorized Version. All the same, a humorous formation from gat;e, after 'videbo '
this is excellent scholarly wo;k, Brief as the from 'video.' But the earliest' aCtual exatnples
comments are, the right meaning is usually hit,· • seem to be Oriental, and so the hUtrrour Is 'rt()t
whatever the word or phrase may be.
! less and the science mote ... A gazebois describ~1
1n ·addition to thes.e volumes the Cambridge : as 1 .a: sttuc'ture whence a view may be had.'
•:;(
Ptess has issued An Iiilro'duction to tlie Pentateucli : And this leads to the last notable cliataete'ristit.
(3s. :6d1 net), by the Rev. A. T. Ghapih:in, M.A. The Concise· OJcfor'dlJictz'onary oj'Curreizt EngliSh

in
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is adapted by H. W. Fowler and F. G. Fowler
from the Oxford Dictionary (Oxford: At the
Clarendon Press).
, 'Another Mission 'has ·come and gone,' and
another volume of addresses by the Bishop of
London has been published. . There are no
addresses like them. Theil' abandon is amazing ;
not less amazing is the fertility of their application of the gospel to our daily life. Passing
from church to church Dr. Ingram not only
delivers these searching addresses, he. also
invites and answers questions. The title of
the book is Secrets of Strength (Wells Gardner;
Is. net).
Messrs. Gay & Hancock have changed the
title of Mr. F. C ..Baker's 'Here and Hereafter' to
Our Immortal Heritage, and issued a new edition
of it (ts. net).
· We are not yet out of the wood of weary discussion regarding the claims of · The Historical
Jesus and. the Theological Chrzst. But Principal
Estlin Carpenter will help us out. For one thing
he believes in the historical Jesus. And for
another he shows clearly enough that the theological Christ was bound to differ from the
historical Jesus, as every fact must differ from
the explanation of it, but that the difference is
legitimate and follows the proper lines of historical
development. Principal Estlin Carpenter is under
no ecclesiastical glamour. . His exposition is as
individually free as a scientific mind will allow him
to make it. And just for that reason he will help
us out of the wood. For how reverent he is.
And what a sense he has of the majesty of the
Historical Jesus; of the might also of the Theo·
logical · Christ. His book is published by Mr.
Philip Green (3s. 6d, net).
Dr. Henry B. Robins, Professor of Systematic
Theology in the Pacific Coast :Baptist Theological
Seminary, has written a book· on Aspects of Author·
itj in · the Christz"an Religion (Philadelphia:
Griffith & Rowland Press; 75 cents net). For he
belieY~s · that recent criticism has left Catholic
arid , Protestant with the old need of dependence
but without a clear. understanding of what there
is to depend upon. Well, what is there ? There
i.s simply . Christian experience,. says . Professor
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Robins. But not of the in~ividual alone. 'The
individual consciousness must reckon with the
collective consciousness of its own times and with
the collective consciousness of other times · as
embodied in confessional utterances, as represented
in the New Testament. It may discover in the
synthesis those elements which are truly normal;
which belong essentially to the Christian life1
But the individual experience-and individual
experience is the great end of the redemptional
process""""-Iieeds ,the constant interptetativeptesen'ce
of the Holy Spirit, which always is available for
the Christian in his handling of the truth, to enable
it to make a proper synthesis and to rise· into a
normal condition.'
All our religious thinking at present is ori religion;
At least all that has any freshness in it. · Not on
theology, not on creeds, not even on liturgioldgy~
We have not passed ftom these things, but we have
been driven by them to think of that on which
they rest. We have found it necessary to try to
understand what religion is, so as to save ourselves
from becoming irreligious. For discussions about
Election, about the Athanasian Creed, even about
Fasting Communion were like to land us in
irreligion. we have been compelled to find a
sound basis for them all in the study of reiigi'on
itself.
And what is religion? Mr. C Delisle Burns;
who has written a book on Old Creeds and the New
Faith (Griffiths ; 6s. ), gives us a definition. ' Religion,' he says, ' in the first place is the surrender
of self before a reality which is greater, deeper, wider
than the self. It is· a surrender which· is not that
made to the family, the st:He, or even humanity,.
but to something underlying all these arid present
also in the individual. Religion, again; is ·the
aftempt to express through oneself this underlying
force; it involves a ~eeling of real union in action
with this forte. Religion thus has a passive and an=
active element in it.'
And then the rest of the book is an exposition
and criticism of the way in which Religion, as thus
defined, has been realized in religious comm:uniti:es.
There is a chapter on Catholicism, the Religion of
all men; on Monasticism, a Spiritual Aristocracy i
on :Protestantism1 the Religion·· of every Man; on
Rational Religion; And as· we read we ate in
touch with a thinker who· has not. lost the sense ot
:awe•.
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Denzinger's Enchiridion Symbolorum is one ofthe significance.. For it is the Christ of the Gospels
indispensables; It is almost indispensable to the that is .the suqject of . all our hottest discussion.
student of any branch of theology; it is quite And how wise Professor Holdsworth has been to
indispensable to• the student of that special branch tell us what the Christ of the Go~pels is before he
of theology called Symbolics.. And not only so. ,tells us what the multifarious educated and uneduIt is sufficient. Without other books, one may cated magazine writers make of Him. If our much
become expert in the study of Symbolics by thl;! worried young me;n ;md women would read this
use of Denzinger ,alone. He omits nothing ; he · sane, scholarly, verifiable picture of the Christ of
mis,states nothing; he misprints nothing. This is the Gospels how it would lift up their countenance.
theeleventh ·edition, and it is edited by the Rev. Let us do everything· in our power to bring it to
Clemens Bannwart, S.J. A diligent use of an their knowledge.
·
earlier edition )eaves one wondering what there was
to edit. From the first, Denzinger's Etzchiridion
It is a wonder that an energetic publisher has
was the finest laborious German work. The not yet been found ready 'to issue a complete
complete title is Enchiridio?Z Symbolorum Deji?Zi- history of Missions. When he comes he must s.ee
tionum et Declarationum de Rebus Fidez' et Morum to it that each division of the work is entrusted to
a man who h~s a thorough knowledge of the land,
(Herder; 6s. ).
An astonishingly cheap book is Dr. Schuster's an ·unbiassed historical imagination, and a deep
Illustrated Bible History (Herder; IS. 3d.), and well of love to Christ.
it is ;no marvel that it has reached its twelfth
'For South Africa the man is found already? and
edition this year. The book has been prepared the history has been written.· The man is the
for the :use of Roman Catholic schools, and so its Rev. J. du Plessis, B.A.(Cape), B.D.(Edinburgh);
simplicity is its first characteristic, The narrative and the book is entitled A- History of Christian
is retold in short paragraphs with the least possible Missions ·z·n South· Africa (Longmans ; 1os. 6d. ),
wqrd.of explanation,
·
Besides the necessary qualities already named,
every one of which Mr. du Plessis possesses ih
The third ;number of the Publications of the manifest good measure, it is wo~th observing that
Jews' College inLondon (the first and second have he possesses afine strenuous English style, It is a
already been noticed) is Jefeth b. Ali's Arabic style that is neither too familiar for historical writing,
Commentary .on. Nahum. The Commentary is nor too distant for the things that concern the
given in full in the Hebrew. There are also an Kingdom. The volume is a large one, but it may
introduction, an abridged translation, and 'notes in be read from beginning to end with delight; and
he who reads it will know the whole story of this
English .. The editor is .Mr. Hartwig Hirschfeld.
'field.' Not unlikely he will also be led to a
The readers of THE ExPOSITORY TIMES do not deeper interest in the work of Christ ;1b:road.
require ari. introduction to 'Professor Holdsworth
of the Handsworth College, nor to his studies on
Another volume has appeared of that most
The Life of Faith (Kelly). But it is those who interesting series of books on the native' t,ribes of
read the chapters in THE ExPOSITORY TIMES who Assam, edited by Colonel P. R. T. Gurdon. This
wi1l.be most eager to bt1y the book, that the time the tribe is that of The Kachdris (Macmillan ;
second reading may be consecutive .and the more Ss. 6d. ), and there is even greater interest than
usual in the authorship of it. The author is the
instructive.
late Rev. Sidney Endle, who spent about forty
But this is not the only book that has been years among this tribe and became their much
'When Mr. Endle
published for Professor Holdsworth this month. trusted friend and father.
He is also the author of the 41st Fernley Lecture, approached a Kachari village during one of the
of which the • title is The Christ of the Gospels . prolonged preaching tours which were to .him at
(Kelly; 3s. 6d. }. What a significant title it is. The once a duty and the keenest of pleasures, he
' previous forty Fernley Lecturers must surely envy was always greeted with a joyous and often noisy
Professor Holdsworth his subject. But jt is less welcome. He travelled on foot, an<:J. the villagers
his choice than his necessity, and in that lie:;; its would turn .out t9 .see. ;the gatm'cn't'braz~ ~he "old
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man of the village,'~ as. they affectionately. called
him. He was often cordially invited to share in
the village festivities, and it • .was an interesting
sight to watch him. seated in the midst of rough
semi-savage foil~,. listening to the tale of their
simple joys and sorrows; enjoying their primitive
jokes, and, when occasion served, talking to them,
as probably no one else will ever be able to talk to
them again, of the matters nearest to the missionary's heart.'
These are the words of Mr. J. D. Anderson of
the Indian Civil Service, who writes an introduction
to the book. Its chief claim on the attention of
the student of the Bible is that in the chapter on
the Religion of the Kacharis Mr. Endle gives
some striking parallels between Kachari and
Hebrew custom. The volume is admirably illustrated, some of the illustrations being in colour.
The study of religion is chiefly the cause d the
keen interest that is being taken in the study of
Psychology. Certainly Psychology is studied apart
from religion. But it is not an end. And the
keenness of the interest, we say, is due to the fact
, that the end is Religion and God.
There are many text-books of Psychology pure
and simple. Them is no easier than Essentials of
Psychology, by Dr. W. B. Pillsbury, Professor of
Psychology in the University of Michigan (Macmillan; ss. 6d. net)., Clearly the book is the
result of a~ teacher's experiments. . .What after
much trial he has found best for his own pupils-to impart the most knowledge and give the most
relish for the subject-that he has set down in this
well-arranged and well-printed volume.
·
Mr. J. Kennedy Maclean has written a strong
:J.ppreciation of Dr. A. T. Pierson by way of introduction to a volume of sermons. The sermons
are chosen so. as to be representative of Dr. Pierson's message in its fulness and in its strength.
But they are chosen from unpublished manuscripts.
They certainly show that Dr. Pierson is a preacher.
He has a clear ringing gospel message to deliver,
and he. uses every lawfvl art to deliver it 'impressively, In the matter of illustration lies 'his
special :;tttractiveness. . He takes great trouble to
find his illustrations; he takes great trouble to
make sure that they illustrate. The title of the
book i::; Dr. Pz'ers{m r:md his ,Message (Marshall
Brothers; 3s. 6d. net).
·

The new volumes added to the 'Life of Faith
Library' are The P(lfhway of Vi'ctory by the Rev.
Thomas Wilkinson Riddle, and The Comecrated
Life by the author of A Father's Letters to his Son
(Marshall Brothers; rs. net, each).
After long and weary neglect four commentaries
on Exodus have come out nearly at the same time.
First Dr. Bennett's in the Century Bible, next
Dr. MeN eile's in the Westminster, then Dr. Driver's
in the Cambridge Bible, and now Dr. F. B. Meyer's
in the Devotional Commentary edited by Mr. Buck·
land. Dr. Meyer is himself. Scholarship with him
is always the obedient handmaid of the Spirit. He
cares most of all. for the things in Exodus which
lead the soul to jesus (R. T.S. ; 2s. ).
Messrs. Sands issue the Notre Dame series of
'Lives of the Saints.' Two volumes have appeared
-St. Patrick, Apostle of Ireland, and St. Margaret,
Querm of Scotland. No author's name is given,.
and there is no claim to originality, whether of
research or of characterization. The purpose of
the series seems' to be to educate in piety the
y~ung people who are attached to the Roman
Catholic Church. The saints are examples of
devout living and Church loyalty.
Two volumes have been published this month
of the 'Treasury Library' of Mr. Robert Scott.
The Rev, Harrington' C, Lees, M.A., Vicar 0f
Christ Church, Beckenham, an enthusiast]c and
suggestive expositor of the Bible, writes one of
them. It has all the freshness of style which we
can now count upon from Mr. Lees, and it ha&
tht) additional interest of being based on the
Egyptian papyri.
Its title is Christ a7zd .Hts
Sla'{)es ( rs. net). The other is written by the
Right Rev. A. E. Joscelyne, D.D., Bishop Coadjutor of Jamaica; Its title is The Voices of Go¢
(rs. net).
Is .there a. living man or woman who can cmh
struct skeletons . more cleverly than the Rev. J.
Ellis? His is the famous 'Tool Basket,' a veli"itable museum of skeleton sermons. And his now
is the book called Sermons in a Nutshell (Scott), ·
Under tl:le title of Twice Born .souls the Rev;
Claud Field, M.A., has written a small volume·
cont<1,ining the story of some notabltil c0nversions,
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·(Thynne; IS. net). There is great and refreshing
variety; there is also unmistakable and arrestive
·reality.
Messrs. Williams & Norgate have added to
their ' Crown Theological Library' a translation of
.Professor Harnack's latest work. The title given

to it is The Date of the Acts and of the Synoptit
Gospels. (5s. net): It is a translation pure and
simple, without a word of English introducti011.
But it is· an. admirable. translation, made by .t.he
Rev. J; R Wilkinson, M.A. ; and the readers of
Dr. Moffatt's In·troduction .will .welcome its appearance at thi~ opportune moment.
.
.
'

Bv THE REv. R. MARTIN PoPE, M.A., WnrBLEDON.

Of Redeeming the Time.
redeeming, but not (he adds) in the sense of
making up for lost time, as in the words 'Redeem
'THE striking phrase above quoted occurs also in thy mis-spenttime'sthatipast.' 1 The days:are evil:
· Eph 510• It is a mark of. Pauline style to dose a the present has got, so to speak, into wrong hands :
·:sentence with a pregnant participial clause which the Cfiristianm]Jst purchase itaway fro.mthese )11islends emphasis and richness to the preceding · users. The Vulgate gives us lempus ·redimentes;
·words. In both passages .the phrase is•connected and we may paraphrase the Apostle's meaning
·with an injunction referring to the ·Christian's thus-claim the present .for the best uses. If the
., walk' or, as we should say, his daily life : but days are evil, that. fact only adds ,point to the
in the Colossian passage the reference to daily nobler use of time. If those who are :without are
life' is restricted so as to particularize the Chris- to· be won, each moment .as it arrives must be
tian?s influence on those who are without (1rpos- employed .for .the great ends- of the kingdom of
-'ioiJs- ¢tw), an idea. which reminds us of I Ti 37, heaven.
In .the second place, we have to establish the
where ·the ·Apostle, in discussing the qualifications
· for the office of bishop; says he' must have a good · meaning of Katp6s-. Doubtless it is more than once
report of them who are without '• (TWV ¢tw8ev). The used by St. .Paul (cf. especially Ro 326 ) as ,practi·Christian must stand well with' unbelievers outside .cally synonymous with xp6vos-; but it is a mistake
'•the circle of the Church : he must also ever keep to overlook. its proper signification of time iii the
them in view, so far as. the influence of his per- . sense of opportunity or the fitting moment for
'sonalityis concerned. It should further be noticed ·action; and, indeed, the· cases .are:rare where the
•that the Ephesian •passage, which is more general ·context ofKatp6s- does not suggest, however faintly,
·in•its application, adds as a reason for redeeming· a specific occasion or portion of time. It is
the condition ,of the age ('the days are evil'), or
the time the words 'because the·days are eviL'
Now, what does the 4p0stle mean by redeem- .the. condition of the unbelieving world, that suging the time or the opportunity? In the first .gests the.present .as an :opportunity to. be purplace; it iir well to recognize that •there is a differ- ' chased without delay. and invested in the :noblest
-ence of opinion. with •regard tb the translation of .service.
There .is an, illuminating passage in ~utcher's
·the verb €tayopas6,aevot. Lightfoot on Col., loc. cit.,
1
·l'endets it•'buying·up foryburselves'·;but Dean
' The correct a:nd originaHorm of the'Iine in Bishop Ken's
Armitage Robinson on }!;ph., loc. cit., remarks ·famous morning. hymn. . The variations 'Thy ptecious time
·that we have no evidence for regarding the word ;mis-spent rede.em ' o~ ':R,edeeni thy mis•spent m~mentspast'
·{IS equivaleriHo the Latin coenzo ('buy up '),and ar~ · to. be reckoqed as. examples of .• the .unnecessary.·. and
often unjustifiable. pn1ctice .of altering the· original \vording
~that :the general usage• of St. P.aul (cf. Gal 3~3 '45)
Of hyMns. Someti\nes the authors; .' but in·ore frequently
spoints 'to the ·meaning ''buying away from ' = i hymn -editors,· are responsible for· the •changes; ..
· ;.ov Katpov ~tayopasop.evot.-CoL. iv. 5·
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